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Engineering Chemistry-I (Anna University)
Vikas Publishing House Engineering Chemistry-I serves as a textbook for the ﬁrst semester course for I year BE/B. Tech students of Anna University, Chennai The book is informative and exhaustive to
meet the requirements of students who aim to assimilate authentic knowledge for use during engineering course as well as in their careers. The theoretical portions have been explained in simple
language, clear style with lot of solved problems and illustrated diagrams. Academic and industrial communities will ﬁnd this book a valuable resource. KEY FEATURES • Speciﬁcally designed for I year B.E.
students of colleges aﬃliated to Anna University, Chennai. • The chapters are presented in simple language. • Suitable diagrams for clear understanding of the concepts. • The recent developments in the
respective ﬁelds are included in all the chapters. • Comparative tables are presented where ever two similar concepts arise. • Many solved problems. • Review questions from previous Anna University
examinations at the end of each chapter.

Applied Thermodynamics
New Age International This Book Presents A Systematic Account Of The Concepts And Principles Of Engineering Thermodynamics And The Concepts And Practices Of Thermal Engineering. The Book
Covers Basic Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics And Also Deals With The Advanced Course Of Thermal Engineering. This Book Will Meet The Requirements Of The Undergraduate Students Of
Engineering And Technology Undertaking The Compulsory Course Of Engineering Thermodynamics. The Subject Matter Of Book Is Suﬃcient For The Students Of Mechanical Engineering/IndustrialProduction Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Undertaking Advanced Courses In The Name Of Thermal Engineering/Heat Engineering/ Applied Thermodynamics Etc. Presentation Of The Subject Matter
Has Been Made In Very Simple And Understandable Language. The Book Is Written In Si System Of Units And Each Chapter Has Been Provided With Suﬃcient Number Of Typical Numerical Problems Of
Solved And Unsolved Questions With Answers.

Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists
Pearson Education India

A Conceptual Guide to Thermodynamics
John Wiley & Sons Thermodynamics is the science that describes the behavior of matter at the macroscopic scale, and how this arises from individual molecules. As such, it is a subject of profound
practical and fundamental importance to many science and engineering ﬁelds. Despite extremely varied applications ranging from nanomotors to cosmology, the core concepts of thermodynamics such as
equilibrium and entropy are the same across all disciplines. A Conceptual Guide to Thermodynamics serves as a concise, conceptual and practical supplement to the major thermodynamics textbooks used
in various ﬁelds. Presenting clear explanations of the core concepts, the book aims to improve fundamental understanding of the material, as well as homework and exam performance. Distinctive features
include: Terminology and Notation Key: A universal translator that addresses the myriad of conventions, terminologies, and notations found across the major thermodynamics texts. Content Maps: Speciﬁc
references to each major thermodynamic text by section and page number for each new concept that is introduced. Helpful Hints and Don’t Try Its: Numerous useful tips for solving problems, as well as
warnings of common student pitfalls. Unique Explanations: Conceptually clear, mathematically fairly simple, yet also suﬃciently precise and rigorous. A more extensive set of reference materials, including
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older and newer editions of the major textbooks, as well as a number of less commonly used titles, is available online at http://www.conceptualthermo.com. Undergraduate and graduate students of
chemistry, physics, engineering, geosciences and biological sciences will beneﬁt from this book, as will students preparing for graduate school entrance exams and MCATs.

A Textbook of Strength of Materials
(in S.I. Units)
Laxmi Publications

Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering, Second Edition
CRC Press Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering, Second Edition is designed for readers who need to understand and apply the engineering physics of thermodynamic concepts. It employs a selfteaching format that reinforces presentation of critical concepts, mathematical relationships, and equations with concrete physical examples and explanations of applications—to help readers apply
principles to their own real-world problems. Less Mathematical/Theoretical Derivations—More Focus on Practical Application Because both students and professionals must grasp theory almost immediately
in this ever-changing electronic era, this book—now completely in decimal outline format—uses a phenomenological approach to problems, making advanced concepts easier to understand. After a decade
teaching advanced thermodynamics, the authors infuse their own style and tailor content based on their observations as professional engineers, as well as feedback from their students. Condensing more
esoteric material to focus on practical uses for this continuously evolving area of science, this book is ﬁlled with revised problems and extensive tables on thermodynamic properties and other useful
information. The authors include an abundance of examples, ﬁgures, and illustrations to clarify presented ideas, and additional material and software tools are available for download. The result is a
powerful, practical instructional tool that gives readers a strong conceptual foundation on which to build a solid, functional understanding of thermodynamics engineering.

Aeronautical Engineer's Data Book
Elsevier Aeronautical Engineer's Data Bookis an essential handy guide containing useful up to date information regularly needed by the student or practising engineer. Covering all aspects of aircraft,
both ﬁxed wing and rotary craft, this pocket book provides quick access to useful aeronautical engineering data and sources of information for further in-depth information. Quick reference to essential
data Most up to date information available

Coplanar Microwave Integrated Circuits
John Wiley & Sons Accompanying CD-ROM contains a test version of the software for modeling coplanar circuit components and circuits.

Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering
Taylor & Francis Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering provides broad coverage appropriate for senior undergraduates and graduates in medical physics and biomedical engineering. Divided into
two parts, the ﬁrst part presents the underlying physics, electronics, anatomy, and physiology and the second part addresses practical applications. The structured approach means that later chapters
build and broaden the material introduced in the opening chapters; for example, students can read chapters covering the introductory science of an area and then study the practical application of the
topic. Coverage includes biomechanics; ionizing and nonionizing radiation and measurements; image formation techniques, processing, and analysis; safety issues; biomedical devices; mathematical and
statistical techniques; physiological signals and responses; and respiratory and cardiovascular function and measurement. Where necessary, the authors provide references to the mathematical
background and keep detailed derivations to a minimum. They give comprehensive references to junior undergraduate texts in physics, electronics, and life sciences in the bibliographies at the end of
each chapter.
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Engineering Thermodynamics Through Examples
Universities Press

Engineering Thermodynamics
A Computer Approach (SI Units Version)
Jones & Bartlett Learning Intended as a textbook for “applied” or engineering thermodynamics, or as a reference for practicing engineers, the book uses extensive in-text, solved examples and
computer simulations to cover the basic properties of thermodynamics. Pure substances, the ﬁrst and second laws, gases, psychrometrics, the vapor, gas and refrigeration cycles, heat transfer,
compressible ﬂow, chemical reactions, fuels, and more are presented in detail and enhanced with practical applications. This version presents the material using SI Units and has ample material on SI
conversion, steam tables, and a Mollier diagram. A CD-ROM, included with the print version of the text, includes a fully functional version of QuickField (widely used in industry), as well as numerous
demonstrations and simulations with MATLAB, and other third party software.

Tancet MCA
Sura Books

Thermodynamics
From Concepts to Applications, Second Edition
CRC Press There are many thermodynamics texts on the market, yet most provide a presentation that is at a level too high for those new to the ﬁeld. This second edition of Thermodynamics continues to
provide an accessible introduction to thermodynamics, which maintains an appropriate rigor to prepare newcomers for subsequent, more advanced topics. The book presents a logical methodology for
solving problems in the context of conservation laws and property tables or equations. The authors elucidate the terms around which thermodynamics has historically developed, such as work, heat,
temperature, energy, and entropy. Using a pedagogical approach that builds from basic principles to laws and eventually corollaries of the laws, the text enables students to think in clear and correct
thermodynamic terms as well as solve real engineering problems. For those just beginning their studies in the ﬁeld, Thermodynamics, Second Edition provides the core fundamentals in a rigorous,
accurate, and accessible presentation.

Fundamentals of Materials Science and Engineering
An Integrated Approach
Wiley Global Education Fundamentals of Materials Science and Engineering: An Integrated Approach, 5th Edition SI Version takes an integrated approach to the sequence of topics – one speciﬁc
structure, characteristic, or property type is covered in turn for all three basic material types: metals, ceramics, and polymeric materials. This presentation permits the early introduction of non-metals and
supports the engineer's role in choosing materials based upon their characteristics. Using clear, concise terminology that is familiar to students, Fundamentals presents material at an appropriate level for
both student comprehension and instructors who may not have a materials background.
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Thermodynamics DeMYSTiFied
McGraw Hill Professional Take the heat oﬀ of understanding thermodynamics Now you can get much-needed relief from the pressure of learning the fundamentals of thermodynamics! This practical
guide helps you truly comprehend this challenging engineering topic while sharpening your problem-solving skills. Written in an easy-to-follow format, Thermodynamics Demystiﬁed begins by reviewing
basic principles and discussing the properties of pure substances. The book goes on to cover laws of thermodynamics, power and refrigeration cycles, psychrometrics, combustion, and much more.
Hundreds of worked examples and equations make it easy to understand the material, and end-of-chapter quizzes and two ﬁnal exams help reinforce learning. This hands-on, self-teaching text oﬀers:
Numerous ﬁgures to illustrate key concepts Details on the ﬁrst and second laws of thermodynamics Coverage of vapor and gas cycles, psychrometrics, and combustion An overview of heat transfer SI units
throughout A time-saving approach to performing better on an exam or at work Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an advanced student, Thermodynamics Demystiﬁed is your
shortcut to mastering this essential engineering subject.

Statistics and Analysis of Scientiﬁc Data
Springer The revised second edition of this textbook provides the reader with a solid foundation in probability theory and statistics as applied to the physical sciences, engineering and related ﬁelds. It
covers a broad range of numerical and analytical methods that are essential for the correct analysis of scientiﬁc data, including probability theory, distribution functions of statistics, ﬁts to two-dimensional
data and parameter estimation, Monte Carlo methods and Markov chains. Features new to this edition include: • a discussion of statistical techniques employed in business science, such as multiple
regression analysis of multivariate datasets. • a new chapter on the various measures of the mean including logarithmic averages. • new chapters on systematic errors and intrinsic scatter, and on the
ﬁtting of data with bivariate errors. • a new case study and additional worked examples. • mathematical derivations and theoretical background material have been appropriately marked, to improve the
readability of the text. • end-of-chapter summary boxes, for easy reference. As in the ﬁrst edition, the main pedagogical method is a theory-then-application approach, where emphasis is placed ﬁrst on a
sound understanding of the underlying theory of a topic, which becomes the basis for an eﬃcient and practical application of the material. The level is appropriate for undergraduates and beginning
graduate students, and as a reference for the experienced researcher. Basic calculus is used in some of the derivations, and no previous background in probability and statistics is required. The book
includes many numerical tables of data, as well as exercises and examples to aid the readers' understanding of the topic.

Soil Mechanics
Springer This book is intended primarily to serve the needs of the undergraduate civil engineering student and aims at the clear explanation, in adequate depth, of the fundamental principles of soil
mechanics. The understanding of these principles is considered to be an essential foundation upon which future practical experience in soils engineering can be built. The choice of material involves an
element of personal opinion but the contents of this book should cover the requirements of most undergraduate courses to honours level. It is assumed that the student has no prior knowledge of the
subject but has a good understanding of basic mechanics. The book includes a comprehensive range of worked examples and problems set for solution by the student to consolidate understanding of the
fundamental principles and illustrate their application in simple practical situations. The International System of Units is used throughout the book. A list of references is included at the end of each chapter
as an aid to the more advanced study of any particular topic. It is intended also that the book will serve as a useful source of reference for the practising engineer. In the third edition no changes have
been made to the aims of the book. Except for the order of two chapters being interchanged and for minor changes in the order of material in the chapter on consolidation theory, the basic structure of the
book is unaltered.

Higher Engineering Mathematics 40th Edition
Chemical Process Control
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An Introduction to Theory and Practice
Prentice Hall Covers all aspects of chemical process control and provides a clear and complete overview of the design and hardware elements needed for practical implementation.

Fundamentals of Logic Design
Updated with modern coverage, a streamlined presentation, and an excellent companion CD, this sixth edition achieves yet again an unmatched balance between theory and application. Authors Charles
H. Roth, Jr. and Larry L. Kinney carefully present the theory that is necessary for understanding the fundamental concepts of logic design while not overwhelming students with the mathematics of
switching theory. Divided into 20 easy-to-grasp study units, the book covers such fundamental concepts as Boolean algebra, logic gates design, ﬂip-ﬂops, and state machines. By combining ﬂip-ﬂops with
networks of logic gates, students will learn to design counters, adders, sequence detectors, and simple digital systems. After covering the basics, this text presents modern design techniques using
programmable logic devices and the VHDL hardware description language.

Steam Tables
S. Chand Publishing The Favourable and warm reception,which the previous editions and reprints of this booklet have enjoyed at home and abroad,has been a matter of great satisfaction to me.

Reinforced Concrete with FRP Bars
Mechanics and Design
CRC Press Corrosion-resistant, electromagnetic transparent and lightweight ﬁber-reinforced polymers (FRPs) are accepted as valid alternatives to steel in concrete reinforcement. Reinforced Concrete
with FRP Bars: Mechanics and Design, a technical guide based on the authors’ more than 30 years of collective experience, provides principles, algorithms, and practical examples. Well-illustrated with
case studies on ﬂexural and column-type members, the book covers internal, non-prestressed FRP reinforcement. It assumes some familiarity with reinforced concrete, and excludes prestressing and nearsurface mounted reinforcement applications. The text discusses FRP materials properties, and addresses testing and quality control, durability, and serviceability. It provides a historical overview, and
emphasizes the ACI technical literature along with other research worldwide. Includes an explanation of the key physical mechanical properties of FRP bars and their production methods Provides
algorithms that govern design and detailing, including a new formulation for the use of FRP bars in columns Oﬀers a justiﬁcation for the development of strength reduction factors based on reliability
considerations Uses a two –story building solved in Mathcad® that can become a template for real projects This book is mainly intended for practitioners and focuses on the fundamentals of performance
and design of concrete members with FRP reinforcement and reinforcement detailing. Graduate students and researchers can use it as a valuable resource. Antonio Nanni is a professor at the University of
Miami and the University of Naples Federico II. Antonio De Luca and Hany Zadeh are consultant design engineers.

Schaums Outline of Thermodynamics for Engineers, Fourth Edition
McGraw Hill Professional Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with
the product. Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there’s Schaum’s. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum’s to help them succeed in the classroom and on
exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. Schaum’s Outline of Thermodynamics for Engineers, Fourth Edition is packed with four sample tests for the engineering
qualifying exam, hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This updated guide approaches the subject in a more concise, ordered manner than most standard
texts, which are often ﬁlled with extraneous material. Schaum’s Outline of Thermodynamics for Engineers, Fourth Edition features: •889 fully-solved problems •4 sample tests for the engineering qualifying
exam•An accessible review of thermodynamics•Chapter on refrigeration cycles•Nomenclature reﬂecting current usage•Support for all the major leading textbooks in thermodynamics•Content that is
appropriate for Thermodynamics, Engineering Thermodynamics, Principles of Thermodynamics, Fundamentals of Thermodynamics, and Thermodynamics I & II courses PLUS: Access to the revised
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Schaums.com website and new app, containing 20 problem-solving videos, and more. Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts required in your course and oﬀers hundreds of practice exercises to help you
succeed. Use Schaum’s to shorten your study time--and get your best test scores! Schaum’s Outlines – Problem solved.

Flow in Open Channels
RF Power Ampliﬁers
John Wiley & Sons This second edition of the highly acclaimed RF Power Ampliﬁers has been thoroughly revised and expanded to reﬂect the latest challenges associated with power transmitters used in
communications systems. With more rigorous treatment of many concepts, the new edition includes a unique combination of class-tested analysis and industry-proven design techniques. Radio frequency
(RF) power ampliﬁers are the fundamental building blocks used in a vast variety of wireless communication circuits, radio and TV broadcasting transmitters, radars, wireless energy transfer, and industrial
processes. Through a combination of theory and practice, RF Power Ampliﬁers, Second Edition provides a solid understanding of the key concepts, the principle of operation, synthesis, analysis, and design
of RF power ampliﬁers. This extensive update boasts: up to date end of chapter summaries; review questions and problems; an expansion on key concepts; new examples related to real-world applications
illustrating key concepts and brand new chapters covering ‘hot topics’ such as RF LC oscillators and dynamic power supplies. Carefully edited for superior readability, this work remains an essential
reference for research & development staﬀ and design engineers. Senior level undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering students will also ﬁnd it an invaluable resource with its practical examples
& summaries, review questions and end of chapter problems. Key features: • A fully revised solutions manual is now hosted on a companion website alongside new simulations. • Extended treatment of a
broad range of topologies of RF power ampliﬁers. • In-depth treatment of state-of-the art of modern transmitters and a new chapter on oscillators. • Includes problem-solving methodology, step-by-step
derivations and closed-form design equations with illustrations.

Basic Electronics for Scientists and Engineers
Cambridge University Press Ideal for a one-semester course, this concise textbook covers basic electronics for undergraduate students in science and engineering. Beginning with the basics of general
circuit laws and resistor circuits to ease students into the subject, the textbook then covers a wide range of topics, from passive circuits through to semiconductor-based analog circuits and basic digital
circuits. Using a balance of thorough analysis and insight, readers are shown how to work with electronic circuits and apply the techniques they have learnt. The textbook's structure makes it useful as a
self-study introduction to the subject. All mathematics is kept to a suitable level, and there are several exercises throughout the book. Password-protected solutions for instructors, together with eight
laboratory exercises that parallel the text, are available online at www.cambridge.org/Eggleston.

Electromagnetics
Applied Heterogeneous Ca...
Editions OPHRYS

Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
Universities Press

Shortcuts in Reasoning (Verbal, Non-Verbal, Analytical & Critical) for Competitive
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Exams 2nd Edition
Disha Publications The thoroughly revised & updated 2nd edition of Disha's Bestseller book 'Shortcuts in Reasoning (Verbal, Non-Verbal & Analytical) will help aspirants in learning the various tips and
tricks required to crack the Reasoning section of the various Competitive Exams. The book emphasizes on the short-cut methods through which one can solve any problem before time. Thus, the book not
only enhances your eﬃciency but also helps you to master the subject. Each chapter covers theory involving shortcut approaches and formula followed by Solved Examples which depicts the use of the
shortcuts. The book is further supported by a Practice Exercise with 300+ MCQs with detailed Solutions The book has been divided into 30 Chapters covering all types of Reasoning - Verbal, Non-Verbal,
Analytical & Critical. The book will prove to be an asset for all competitive examinations like UPSC(IAS Prelim), Banking, CLAT, SSC, Insurance, Railway Recruitment Board Examinations, CBI, MBA, SubInspectors of Police, CPO and various other competitive examinations.

Structural Mechanics
Modelling and Analysis of Frames and Trusses
John Wiley & Sons Structural Mechanics: Modelling and Analysis of Frames and Trusses is a textbook covering the fundamental theory of structural mechanics and the modelling and analysis of frame
and truss structures. Based on the ﬁnite element method, it makes the methodology suitable for computer simulations and provides students with the tools for their own computational modelling and
numerical exploration of frames and trusses. It presents methods for assembling elements into complex load bearing structures, and also addresses other areas of applied mechanics, including thermal
conduction and electrical ﬂow. Structural Mechanics: Modelling and Analysis of Frames and Trusses includes exercises and solutions, and is an ideal textbook for undergraduate courses on structural
mechanics and analysis.

Schaum's Outline of Thermodynamics for Engineers, 2ed
McGraw Hill Professional Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them
succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-bytopic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that reinforce
knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course ﬁeld In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important
facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved.

Internal Combustion Engine in Theory and Practice, second edition, revised, Volume 1
Thermodynamics, Fluid Flow, Performance
MIT Press This revised edition of Taylor's classic work on the internal-combustion engine incorporates changes and additions in engine design and control that have been brought on by the world
petroleum crisis, the subsequent emphasis on fuel economy, and the legal restraints on air pollution. The fundamentals and the topical organization, however, remain the same. The analytic rather than
merely descriptive treatment of actual engine cycles, the exhaustive studies of air capacity, heat ﬂow, friction, and the eﬀects of cylinder size, and the emphasis on application have been preserved. These
are the basic qualities that have made Taylor's work indispensable to more than one generation of engineers and designers of internal-combustion engines, as well as to teachers and graduate students in
the ﬁelds of power, internal-combustion engineering, and general machine design.
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ELEMENTS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING MECHANICS
With CD-Rom
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd. This book, in its third edition, continues to focus on the basics of civil engineering and engineering mechanics to provide students with a balanced and cohesive study of the two
areas (as needed by them in the beginning of their engineering education). A basic undergraduate textbook for the ﬁrst-year students of all branches of engineering, this book is speciﬁcally designed to
conform to the syllabus of Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU). Imparting the basic knowledge in various facets of civil engineering and the related engineering structures and infrastructure such
as buildings, roads, highways, dams and bridges, the third edition covers the engineering mechanics portion in eleven chapters. Each chapter introduces the concepts to the reader, stepwise. Providing a
wealth of practice examples, the book emphasizes the importance of building strong analytical skills. Practice problems, at the end of each chapter, give students an opportunity to absorb concepts and
hone their problem-solving skills. The book comes with a companion CD containing the software developed using MS-Excel, to work out the problems on Forces, Centroid, Friction and Moment of Inertia.
The use of this software will enable the students to understand the concepts in a relatively better way. NEW TO THIS EDITION • Introduces a chapter on Kinematics as per the revised Civil Engineering
syllabus of VTU • Updates with the latest examination Question Papers, including the one held in the month of December 2013

Dairy Technology
Processing of milk into various dairy foods, i.e. Dairy Technology is underpinned by disciplines such as chemistry and biochemistry, microbiology and process engineering. Strong emphasis on public health
aspects and product quality demands that proper attention be given to the points in the production and processing chain where both pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms can be controlled eﬀectively.
Keeping above points in view, a very comprehensive book has been written encompassing entire gamuts of chemical, physical and microbiological characteristics of milk, processing and preservation of
milk. The main objective of the book is to provide the latest information in a consolidated form at one point to meet the requirements of not only undergraduate and postgraduates students but also
teachers and dairy professionals.

Kinematics of Machinery
Technical Publications Kinematics of Machinery is the branch of engineering science which deals with the study of relative motion between the various parts of a machine and the forces which act on
them. It gives information about the basic concepts and layout of linkages in the assembly of a system or a machine. The subject provides information about the principles in analysing the assembly with
respect to the displacement, velocity and acceleration at any point in a link of a mechanism. This book gives technique to ﬁnd velocity and acceleration of diﬀerent mechanisms by graphical and analytical
methods. It also includes the basic concepts of toothed gearing and kinematics of gear trains and the eﬀect of friction in motion transmission and in machine components. My hope is that this book,
through its careful explanations of concepts, practical examples and ﬁgures bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of that knowledge.

Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics
Dirty Electricity
Electriﬁcation and the Diseases of Civilization
iUniverse When Thomas Edison began wiring New York City with a direct current electricity distribution system in the 1880s, he gave humankind the magic of electric light, heat, and power; in the
process, though, he inadvertently opened a Pandora’s Box of unimaginable illness and death. Dirty Electricity tells the story of Dr. Samuel Milham, the scientist who ﬁrst alerted the world about the
frightening link between occupational exposure to electromagnetic ﬁelds and human disease. Milham takes readers through his early years and education, following the twisting path that led to his
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discovery that most of the twentieth century diseases of civilization, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and suicide, are caused by electromagnetic ﬁeld exposure. In the second edition, he
explains how electrical exposure does its damage, and how electricity is causing our current epidemics of asthma, diabetes and obesity. Dr. Milham warns that because of the recent proliferation of radio
frequency radiation from cell phones and towers, terrestrial antennas, Wi-Fi and Wi-max systems, broadband internet over power lines, and personal electronic equipment, we may be facing a looming
epidemic of morbidity and mortality. In Dirty Electricity, he reveals the steps we must take, personally and as a society, to coexist with this marvelous but dangerous technology.

Optical Networks
A Practical Perspective
Morgan Kaufmann This fully updated and expanded second edition of Optical Networks: A Practical Perspective succeeds the ﬁrst as the authoritative source for information on optical networking
technologies and techniques. Written by two of the ﬁeld's most respected individuals, it covers componentry and transmission in detail but also emphasizes the practical networking issues that aﬀect
organizations as they evaluate, deploy, or develop optical solutions. This book captures all the hard-to-ﬁnd information on architecture, control and management, and other communications topics that will
aﬀect you every step of the way-from planning to decision-making to implementation to ongoing maintenance. If your goal is to thoroughly understand practical optical networks, this book should be your
ﬁrst and foremost resource. * Focuses on practical, networking-speciﬁc issues: everything you need to know to implement currently available optical solutions. * Provides the transmission and component
details you need to understand and assess competing technologies. * Oﬀers updated and expanded coverage of propagation, lasers and optical switching technology, network design, transmission design,
IP over WDM, wavelength routing, optical standards, and more.

Applied Thermodynamics
Laxmi Publications, Ltd.
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